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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND
Gastric dysplasia (GD) is a precursor lesion of gastric adenocarcinoma. Intestinal type gastric carcinoma commonly shows microsatellite instability (MSI) and the diffuse type is associated with down regulation of E-cadherin. HER-2/neu is over-expressed in some cases of gastric cancer. In this study, MSI and expression rates of HER-2/neu and E-cadherin in GD were evaluated.

METHODS
Paraffin blocks of 21 cases of low grade dysplasia (LD), 11 cases of high grade dysplasia (HD) and 25 cases of indefinite for dysplasia (ID) were collected. After deparaffinization and antigen retrieval, the sections were incubated with antibodies against E-cadherin, hMLH1, hMSH2 and HER-2/neu. The streptavidin-biotin complex method was used followed by peroxidase enzyme development with diaminobenzidine.

RESULTS
HER-2/neu was positive in six cases of HD (50%), four LD (21%) and two ID (9%). E-cadherin was absent in two cases of LD and showed normal expression in all HD and ID cases. hMLH1 expression was absent or markedly decreased only in the zones of dysplasia in HD (3/11), LD (3/21) and ID (4/25). Absence or diminished expression of hMSH2 was seen in HD (3/11), LD (2/21) and ID (3/25) cases. HER-2/neu expression showed close association with diminished expression of hMLH1 or hMSH2 (p < 0.05).

CONCLUSION
Stepwise increase in the expression rate of HER-2/neu was seen in ID, LD and HD cases implying its role in cancer evolution. The absence of hMLH1 and hMSH2 in GD may predispose individuals to over-expression of other oncogenes such as HER-2/neu. Abnormal expression of E-cadherin is not a frequent finding in GD.
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INTRODUCTION
Gastric cancer is one of the most common cancers worldwide. Screening for precursor lesions and subsequent endoscopic follow-up allow detection of this tumor at an early and treatable stage of malignant transformation.

In order to apply new therapeutic approaches, genes involved in various stages of cancer evolution need to be identified. Gastric dysplasia (GD) is a known precursor lesion of gastric cancer. Several studies show that dysplastic lesions precede the development of cancer and removal of dysplasia decreases cancer risk.1

Gastric cancer is usually divided into two types, intestinal and diffuse, according to its histopathologic features. The intestinal type is usually associated with microsatellite instability (MSI). Gastric carcinomas with a high-frequency of MSI are associated with specific clinico-pathological characteristics such as: antral location, more abundant lymphoid infiltrate, less lymph node metastasis and better survival rate.2-6

Microsatellite instability comprises length mutation in tandem oligonucleotide repeats. It is a hallmark of the replication error phenotype, initially described in hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal carcinoma and later observed in some sporadic tumors from different sites.6,7

In humans, at least six proteins (hMLH1, hMSH2, hPMS1, hPMS2, hMSH6 and hMLH3) comprise the mismatch repair enzyme system (MMR). Defective DNA MMR usually results from genetic or epigenetic alterations in some sporadic tumors from different sites.6,7

MSI has also been reported in early and advanced gastric cancers caused by hypermethylation of the hMLH1 promoter region.11-13 Such gene inactivations strongly correlate with a microsatellite instability-high phenotype (MSI-H) and result in a loss of protein expression identifiable by immunohistochemistry (IHC).14 The diffuse type of gastric cancer is usually associated with decreased expression of the E-cadherin molecule. E-cadherin is an adhesion molecule involved in maintenance of epithelial integrity. Direct evidence of an E-cadherin mutation that triggers tumorigenesis has been clarified with the detection of a germ line mutation of the gene CDH1 in hereditary diffuse gastric cancer.15 This molecule is also down regulated in sporadic diffuse type gastric cancers because of a somatic mutation or hypermethylation of the promoter region in the early stages of tumorigenesis.16,17

HER-2/neu is a proto-oncogene which belongs to the epidermal growth factor receptor family. HER-2/neu is reported to be over-expressed in gastric carcinomas at a range of 8% to 56%,18-21 with higher expression rates in advanced gastric cancer.22,23

Mechanisms of the genetic changes in the development of GD have not been clearly recognized. Very limited data are available that address expression of E-cadherin in gastric dysplasia.24 To the best of our knowledge, there have been a limited number of comprehensive studies on HER-2/neu25 and MSI in GD.26 To disclose the molecular mechanisms involved in GD, we aimed to assess alterations in E-cadherin, HER-2/neu, hMLH1 and hMSH2 expressions in gastric adenocarcinoma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
From 2000 to 2006, all gastric biopsy reports from the Department of Pathology at Shiraz Medical University were retrieved. The slides were reviewed and diagnoses were reconfirmed using the Vienna classification.27 Dysplasia was defined when cytologic and architectural alterations included increased nuclear size, nuclear hyperchromasia, glandular pleomorphism, loss of polarity and failure of maturation toward the surface epithelium were noted. Paraffin blocks of the cases diagnosed as low grade dysplasia (LD) and high grade dysplasia (HD) were retrieved from the archives. Twenty-five
cases of indefinite for dysplasia (ID), were also included in this study.

Five-micron sections from paraffin blocks were prepared on poly L-lysine coated slides. After deparaffinization and antigen retrieval, the sections were incubated with specific antibodies against the molecules. Commercially available antibodies to HER-2/neu (polyclonal, Dako, Denmark, 1:650), E-cadherin (clone, 36B5, Novocastra, UK, 1:50), hMLH1 (clone: G 168-15, BD Bioscience, USA, 1:50) and hMSH2 (clone, G219-1129, BD Bioscience, USA, 1:100) were used.

Sections were immersed in citrate and tris/EDTA buffers and processed in a water bath by boiling for 30 min for E-cadherin and HER-2/neu. The boiling time for hMLH1 and hMSH2 was 60 min with subsequent incubation in an autoclave (15 min at 120°C). After washing, sections were treated by the streptavidin-biotin complex method using a DAKO Universal LSAB kit (DAKO, Denmark) with diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride colorization. In the evaluation of hMLH1 and hMSH2, the dysplastic glands were regarded as negative only when stromal cells or lymphocytes in the adjacent area of dysplasia showed a positive nuclear reaction. For MSH2 staining, slides were only analyzed when the cytoplasmic reaction did not disturb evaluation of the nuclei.

We used the chi-square test to analyze statistical differences between LG, HG and ID for biomarker gene expression and a p-value of <0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS
In the HD group, cases ranged from 44 to 80 years of age with the male to female ratio of 4.5. In LG, the age range was from 39 to 80 and the male to female ratio was 1.5. The most common site in HD, LD and ID cases was the antrum. Immunostaining for HER-2/neu was noted in six cases of HD which were membranous in three cases (two cases, 1+; one case, 2+) and cytoplasmic in three. Staining was limited to the dysplastic glands and not seen in the adjacent normal mucosa (Figure 1).

In LD, four cases showed cytoplasmic HER-2/neu expression (19%), of which two had 1+ membranous staining. In ID, two cases stained positive in the cytoplasm with 1+ membranous accentuation in one case (Table 1). There was a significant association between HD and expression of HER-2/neu (p = 0.005).

Table 1: Expression of HER-2/neu and abnormal expression of E–cadherin, hMLH1 and hMSH2 in gastric dysplasia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HER-2/neu (%)</th>
<th>E-cadherin loss (%)</th>
<th>MSH2 loss (%)</th>
<th>MLH1 loss (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID (25)</td>
<td>2/23 (9)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4/24 (17)</td>
<td>3/24 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD (21)</td>
<td>4/19 (21)</td>
<td>2/20 (10)</td>
<td>3/20 (15)</td>
<td>3/20 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD (12)</td>
<td>6/12 (50)*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3/11 (27)</td>
<td>3/11 (27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Expression of this molecule is significantly higher (p = 0.005) in HD compared to the LD and ID groups.

One HD case had no hMLH1 expression and two cases showed a decrease in staining (Figure 2). MSH2 expression was absent in two HD cases and one case had diminished expression. Two cases had absent and marked decreased expression of both hMSH2 and hMLH1, respectively. In the LD group, three cases showed a decrease in hMLH1, of which two had decreased hMSH2. Three cases showed marked decrease in hMLH1.
among the ID group. Lack of the hMSH2 molecule was seen in three cases and a decrease in expression was noted in one. One other case showed a decrease in both molecules. In all groups, the absence or decrease of expression of both molecules were limited to the dysplastic area.

Totally, of the 144 cases which showed absent or decreased expression in hMLH1 or hMSH2, there were six cases which expressed HER-2/neu. In contrast, in 31 cases with normal expression, only seven cases showed expression of the HER-2/neu molecule ($p < 0.05$). In HD, three cases which showed decreased or absent hMLH1 or hMSH2 showed expression of HER-2/neu with 2+ staining intensity.

E-cadherin reaction was focally absent in two LD cases. No aberrant cytoplasmic expression of E-cadherin was seen. All cases of HD and ID showed strong membranous patterns of the E-cadherin molecule.

**DISCUSSION**

We observed that HER-2/neu was expressed in 50% of HD cases, 21% of LD and 9% in ID. The expression of HER-2/neu was limited to dysplastic glands and not seen in the adjacent normal mucosa. The expression was mainly cytoplasmic with membranous accentuation in some cases.

Concerning gastric carcinomas, several studies reported different frequencies of HER-2/neu expression that ranged from 8 to 55%. HER-2/neu expression in breast cancer is usually regarded as clinically significant when only membranous staining is seen. But there are many reports which imply that both membranous and cytoplasmic expressions are significant in gastric carcinoma. By an IHC study on 56 cases of gastric cancer, Lee et al. observed only cytoplasmic staining in 21 cases.

Strong membrane staining was found in 14 cases, of which all were intestinal type adenocarcinoma.

Both cytoplasmic and membranous HER-2/neu proteins were confirmed to be a 185-kDa whole molecule by immunoblotting. Garcia et al. showed that cytosolic HER-2 level of gastric carcinoma cells was associated with an unfavorable outcome. It has been suggested that because proteins are synthesized in the ribosomes, the antibody may detect cytoplasmic precursors of the final product. As with breast cancer, it has been observed that only cases with membrane reactivity are linked to HER-2 gene amplification and clinical response to Herceptin therapy.

The association between expression of HER-2/neu and GD is not well understood. There is only one report addressing the absence of membranous staining in GD. Cytoplasmic as well as membranous expression of HER-2/neu were detected in gastric adenoma Immunoreactivity in the area of tumoral transformation was seen only at the membrane.

This membranous expression was not observed in hyperplastic polyps and adenomas without malignant changes. A high frequency of expression of HER-2/neu was observed in the chronic gastritis area with intestinal metaplasia in the territory of gastric carcinoma. Wang et al. showed that patients with advanced gastric cancer had HER-2/neu expression on...
the non-tumor stomach tissues.\textsuperscript{22}

As a result of their study, the HER-2/neu proto-oncogene of two specimens was amplified 2 to 4-fold to normal control status. In these two cases, HER-2/neu was also amplified at histologically normal tissue adjacent to the tumor tissue. They did not notice the presence of atypia or dysplasia in area of the tumors. Garcia et al. studied fifty-two patients with primary gastric adenocarcinoma in a prospective study. HER-2/neu protein levels were significantly higher in membranous than in cytosolic samples, both in neoplastic tissue and in adjacent mucosa samples. Nevertheless, there was a significant positive relation between membranous and cytosolic HER-2/neu protein contents in both neoplastic tissue and adjacent mucosa samples but no difference in the membranous HER-2/neu protein content.

However, the cytosolic HER-2/neu content was significantly higher in neoplastic tissues than in adjacent mucosa.\textsuperscript{30}

Our findings suggest that HER-2/neu protein expression may play a role in the progression from normal to neoplastic gastric mucosa and cytoplasmic expression of this molecule may be seen at early stages of gastric carcinogenesis, i.e. GD. Further confirmatory studies such as mRNA expression by RT-PCR as well as western blot are suggested to validate our IHC findings.

Loss of normal DNA MMR promotes tumorigenesis and inactivation of the DNA MMR genes, hMLH1 and hMSH2, strongly correlate with microsatellite instability (MSI).

These tumors have a better prognosis than tumors with no defective DNA MMR. Defective DNA MMR may account for the favorable prognosis associated with gastric carcinoma and play a significant role in its pathogenesis. Aberrant methylation of the hMLH1 promoter and lack of hMLH1 expression in sporadic gastric carcinomas with high-frequency microsatellite instability have been reported.\textsuperscript{5,36,37} DNA MMR enzyme deficiency, which leads to MSI, is shown in early gastric cancer.\textsuperscript{38} However studies that disclose MSI status in precancerous gastric lesions are not comprehensive. In one study performed by Lui et al., MSI was detected in 11 out of 41 (26.8\%) dysplasia samples and in 9 of 51 (17.6\%) intestinal metaplasia (IM) samples respectively.\textsuperscript{26} Three cases of dysplasia and one case of IM showed high MSI. Eight cases of dysplasia as well as eight cases of IM also displayed low-level MSI. No association was detected between MSI and dysplasia grade. Therefore, Lui et al. suggested that accumulation of MSI in dysplasia and intestinal metaplasia of gastric mucosa may be an early molecular event during gastric carcinogenesis and may contribute to the acquisition of transformed cell phenotype and the development of gastric cancer.

Mitochondrial MSI (mtMSI) was detected in 3 (12.5\%) out of 24 patients with GD.\textsuperscript{39} mtMSI-positive GD showed a poor prognosis compared to mtMSI-negative through progression to high-grade dysplasia or gastric cancer. This infers that mtMSI may be an important early event in the progression of gastric carcinogenesis, especially in intestinal-type gastric cancer.

Rugge et al. have shown that in European populations at high risk of gastric cancer, DNA repair system alterations are early molecular events in gastric carcinogenesis. They found a significant correlation between MSI phenotype and MLH1/MSH2 protein loss and suggested that immunohistochemistry should be considered as a suitable method for MSI assessment in gastric precancerous lesions.\textsuperscript{40} We have seen a close association between the presence of MSI and expression of HER-2/neu. This may imply that impairment in the function of a repair enzyme system may provide a situation for genetic alteration and HER-2/neu overexpression. This relation has also been observed in gastric cancer by Lin et al.\textsuperscript{41}
The E-cadherin mediated cell adhesion system acts as an invasive suppressor system, and tumors with reduced E-cadherin expression have a higher frequency of lymph node involvement and distant metastasis. This abnormal E-cadherin expression seems to be an early event in tumorigenesis. Abnormal expression of E-cadherin occurs in a considerable proportion of gastric carcinomas and correlates with loss of differentiation. In our study we found that only 2 out of 20 LD cases lacked E-cadherin expression whereas all HD showed normal expression. GD is usually from type 1 GD which is the precursor of intestinal type gastric cancer. Alterations in E-cadherin expression are mainly limited to approximately half of the diffuse type of gastric cancer. Thus it may be plausible that we can not see this abnormal expression in the majority of dysplasia cases.

There are two reports in the literature, both from China, with controversial results regarding E-cadherin expression in GD. Zhou et al. have reported abnormal (absent or cytoplasmic) expression in 16 cases of dysplastic out of 44 gastric cancers, Zheng et al. did not observe any alteration in the expression in 23 GD.

We have examined dysplastic glands only in the biopsy specimens whereas the above mentioned researchers carried out their study on large gastrectomy specimens. Because of the heterogeneity of E-cadherin expression more investigation is needed to compare the results of endoscopic biopsy material with large tissues that are available after gastric resection.

There are no immunohistochemical or molecular assays that can stratify with certainty the risk of progression to cancer. Given the low rate of transformation of low-grade dysplasia, annual endoscopic surveillance with re-biopsy is advocated. A diagnosis of ID should also prompt endoscopic surveillance. In this study we found a significant number of GD and ID that showed MSI, of which some GD were positive for HER/2-neu expression.

Immunohistochemical staining of GD biopsy cases may give some indication for closer follow up of those patients. We recommend performing additional cohort studies for assessment of these markers as predictive factors for cancer progression and the need for annual endoscopic surveillance.
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